The oldest extant structure in the province of Saskatchewan is an isolated northern wooden church that has survived forest fires and neglect alike. Holy Trinity Anglican Church at Stanley Mission/La Ronge (1856-1860) (figs. 1-2) is an important building not just for its longevity. The church was constructed during the harsh conditions and fierce rivalries that characterized the fur trade era (1670-late 1800s). It now stands as a lone survivor of that time, offering a tantalizing glimpse into the forces that moulded the province. However, it must be understood that the church is not typical for the period, rather it is a paragon of achievement in both skill and style. Nonetheless, by no means can we think of it in the same light as the great/cathedral churches of eastern Canada. Stanley Mission is a fur-trade-era mission church, constructed in the wilderness with the purpose of providing a base for ministering to the First Nations population and fur traders. Consequently, many of its contemporary structures were modest in both scale and design. Unlike its contemporaries however, Holy Trinity used unparalleled height, lavishness, and cutting-edge design to become a symbol of Anglican might in the competitive ethos of the era, leaving an enduring legacy.

The fur trade era of Saskatchewan was typified by harsh conditions and limited resources. Fur trading companies and independent traders established and sustained all of the early settlements in Rupert’s Land. The largest of these trading companies was the Hudson’s Bay Company (HBC). It was established with the support of Prince Rupert and granted
a (supposed) monopoly over the fur trade in Rupert’s Land in 1670 (the region now encompassing Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and much of the Northwest Territories). The fur trade provided the potential for profit, but was not without its challenges. Chief among these was isolation; most settlements had only rudimentary services and were few and far between. During the long harsh Prairie winters, this isolation often had fatal consequences. The stories shared by immigrants with those back in England often held accounts of children starving and of finding families huddled in the snow.

Another major challenge was the difficulty of obtaining resources. Acquiring enough building materials to construct a serviceable shelter from the elements was labour-intensive. There were no brick kilns or stone quarries, so immigrants were left to gather at hand materials such as wood, mud, or local fieldstone for their structures. The generally tough nature of life in most of the settlements meant that professionally trained architects were not attracted to the region. Consequently, building design was the prerogative of local carpenters, priests, or amateurs, who did the best they could in spite of the limitations.

Working within this challenging environment, the Roman Catholic and Anglican religious denominations established missions across the region. As might be expected, their expansion into the region was rather slow at first. The Catholic Society of Jesus (Jesuits) was the first religious body active in Rupert’s Land, followed by the Anglican Church Missionary Society (CMS) who established a base at Red River (the first agricultural settlement in the western interior) in 1829. By the mid-nineteenth century, the primarily French or French-Canadian Roman Catholic order, known as the Oblates, became the principal Catholic presence in the region. The primary focus of both the Roman Catholics and the Anglicans was to minister to the First Nations people through education and agriculture, but they also provided medical support. Their efforts to provide these services in the harsh fur trade society often brought them into conflict with each other. Although the conflict had its roots in their rivalry in England, the scarcity of potential converts and sources of support increased the challenges and put denominations in direct competition with each other, often with the result that only one would be successful in any given settlement. The traditional rivalry between the Roman Catholics and the Anglicans, coupled with the difficult conditions the Churches encountered in the region during that period, resulted in a strongly competitive environment.

Holy Trinity Anglican Church at Stanley Mission (1856-1860) (fig. 3) was constructed in this tough and competitive climate. However, it is by no means characteristic of the period. Holy Trinity is a paragon of achievement, given the constraints of the region. Firstly, the church was constructed on a scale that was completely unprecedented. It was 25 metres in length, 10.5 metres in width, 15 metres high on the inside, and the steeple and spire were 27 metres high (the current steeple and spire are 5 metres shorter).

All other churches and even secular buildings in the region at the time were only about half this size. The nearby Roman Catholic mission of Château Saint-Jean at
Île-à-la-Crosse (also constructed in 1860), for instance, was a modest rectangular structure that was the same size as the small vernacular buildings surrounding it (fig. 4). The other important church in the region, St. Joseph’s Roman Catholic Church at Cumberland House (1870) (fig. 5), was a “small log house” only 6.7 square metres in size, a fraction of Holy Trinity’s size. The only comparable churches are found in eastern Canada in cathedral churches such as George Gilbert Scott’s St. John’s Anglican Cathedral in Newfoundland (1847-1850), with a width of 18.3 metres, a general height of 17.4 metres and a roof ridge height of 24.4 metres (fig. 6). Since height was one of the features advocated to separate a simple country church from a more elaborate “town church” in the literature of the period (for example George Edmund Street’s essay), the size of Holy Trinity was clearly designed to place it on par with large urban churches. However, even when compared to these churches, Holy Trinity stands apart due to its use of aisles, a feature that was not common in Anglican “town churches” of the period (fig. 7). An early example would be the contemporary Grace Anglican Church in Brantford (1856-1859) (fig. 8) by William Hay and John Turner, but generally the use of aisles was not common until the 1870s. Holy Trinity, therefore, was conceived to be on par, and in some cases, superior to the large churches of the era.

Because of the large/great church scale of the structure, the choice of material, namely wood, is slightly unusual. Due to the aforementioned limitations on materials, wood was by far the more common choice for the region. However, most of these structures were originally intended as temporary, to accommodate a small congregation until larger numbers would warrant the construction of a more permanent structure of stone or brick. Château Saint-Jean, for instance, was replaced in the late 1890s with a larger structure, only thirty years after its construction. A clarification should be made though, as not every wooden church was intended as a temporary structure. In the Maritimes, wood was often the material of choice, resulting in churches like Edward Medley’s Christ Church in St. Stephen, New Brunswick (1863-1864).
However, as there was no comparable regional tradition of permanent wooden structures in what would become Saskatchewan, Holy Trinity must be seen as anomalous.

While its scale and more permanent aspirations clearly set it apart from its rivals, the greatest exceptional feature of Holy Trinity Church was its design. All of the churches in the region, including the Roman Catholic church at Île-à-la-Crosse, were essentially vernacular buildings with a few Gothic or Romanesque elements (ex.: pointed arch windows, a crenelated tower, or an apse) attached to the exterior as superficial decoration. These churches definitely conform to Mathilde Brosseau’s assertion that nineteenth-century Prairie architecture “reflected the limitations of pioneering settlement” and was consequently limited to mimicking the simple designs of eastern Canadian pioneer churches from the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Holy Trinity on the other hand was designed to match the very latest architectural trend in England, namely the High Victorian Gothic Revival style, initiated by William Butterfield’s All Saints Margaret Street, in London (1849-1859) (fig. 10). This style was part of a larger Antiquarian trend toward reviving past architectural styles with new associations and purpose. Past styles were used in an effort to reject the supposed ills of industrial society. They were perceived to be imbued with the so-called proximity to nature and piety of those past societies and were thus in direct contrast with industrial society’s architecture, which was viewed as being artificial and full of scepticism. Literary works such as Augustus Welby Northmore Pugin’s Contrasts, which championed the use of the Gothic style as a way to return to a more natural, pious, and pure society, did much to cement an
association between the “Pointed” style and religious architecture.21 This torch was further carried by Anglican organizations such as the Cambridge Camden Society / Ecclesiologists (1846). The CCS was formed by a group of undergraduates at the University of Cambridge in 1839 in order to promote the study and restoration of medieval religious architecture, but ultimately ended up promoting the use of English Gothic architectural motifs in contemporary architecture across the world (specifically to countries that were part of the British Empire).22 As a result, the Gothic Revival style in particular became so strongly associated with church architecture that it was used continuously in Canada for one hundred and forty years (from the 1790s in eastern Canada to the 1930s in the Prairies).23

The Gothic Revival style had multiple phases that became gradually more complex and refined as architects developed a greater sense of familiarity with Gothic motifs. One of the most innovative and rich phases of this style was the High Victorian. In the mid-nineteenth century, the focus for medieval sources of inspiration shifted from England to Europe thanks to illustrated books on architecture such as John Ruskin’s Stones of Venice (1851), which praised and illustrated Venetian and northern European Gothic such as William Butterfield.26 It was this new, lavish, and expensive style that Holy Trinity Church attempted to emulate.

Notwithstanding the limitations in terms of architects, funds, and materials, Holy Trinity Church was constructed with reference to the newly created High Victorian style. Just like All Saints Margaret Street Anglican Church in London (1849-1859) (fig. 10). While the construction of that church was constrained by the narrow site, it displays opulence through its height, constructional polychromy (including expensive black brick), and inventive design (adapting Gothic principles to the unique requirements of the site). Such a high level of innovation and opulence is what characterized the High Victorian phase and would not have been possible without the aid of its architect, Reverend Robert Hunt, has been attributed with the design and construction of the church. While it is common and justified practice to trace the defining attributes of a structure designed by a well-known architect back to the architect’s training and sources of inspiration, most early Saskatchewan churches are not well served by this method.29 In Holy Trinity’s case, there is no record of an architect attached to the project. The earliest official record remaining of who was responsible for the design is a 1918 federal survey report by Franklin Hugo Kitto, who attributed the church to the mission’s Reverend Hunt and stated that the church was built by “a devoted English missionary at his own expense.” The basis for Kitto’s statement (made some fifty years after Holy Trinity’s construction) is unknown and cannot be corroborated by records from the church, as they were destroyed in a fire.32 Nevertheless, the belief that Reverend Hunt (and his wife) were chiefly responsible for the construction of Holy Trinity became so entrenched that The Beaver later reported that the Hunts were “chiefly responsible for the building of the church and invested their personal savings in its erection.”33 There are several other sources that can be examined to determine if this attribution is correct. The first would be Hunt’s personal journal. In an entry from April 10, 1854, Hunt mentions that he “studied the views and descriptions of more than fifty churches...
and chapels” and had submitted more than one design for the church. An earlier entry from July 25, 1853, counteracts this and states: “the Bishop settled the site, size and principal details of the intended church, wishing it to be executed nicely and to have a tower and spire [so] that it may be an object of attraction to the Indians who are awed by such things.” A further entry from a year later mentions the efforts made in order to find a design that would “meet the Bishop’s wishes as to size.” This attribution of the design to the Anglican Bishop of the Diocese of Rupert’s Land, David Anderson, by Hunt himself seems to be indicative that Hunt was not the only person responsible for the design.

The sparse surviving written documentation suggests two possible people responsible for the design of the church, Bishop Anderson and Reverend Hunt. Another source of information is the church itself. The first feature of note is the aforementioned general massiveness of the church, which has no local precedent. While this was a common feature in many High Victorian churches, it was mostly the result of looking to loftier European (often French) Gothic structures for inspiration. However, Anglicans tended to favour English examples and principles for their churches due to a perceived connection between the Gothic style and the “history of the English Church or nation.” As there were very few exemplars of large English “ancient” (Gothic) wooden churches in England, it is likely the church builder(s) looked to the publications of the CCS for acceptable alternatives. Beginning around the 1840s, discussion surrounding acceptable medieval models of wooden churches was frequent in the architectural publications of the day in response to requests from places like Newfoundland, where wood was the preferred material. The most influential of these was an 1843 presentation by James Laird Patterson of lithographs from a translated version of Christian Dahl’s work on Norwegian stave churches (1837) to the Oxford Society for Promoting the Study of Gothic Architecture, which stimulated the advocacy of wooden structures for places with harsh climates. By 1848, an influential publication of The Ecclesiologist, written by William Scott and titled “On Wooden Churches,” gave three lofty Norwegian stave churches (among others such as Nether Peover Church in Cheshire) as acceptable examples for wooden structures in places like Newfoundland and New Zealand (fig. 11). Certainly, the advocated steep pitch of the roof (for climates with snow), the small, high windows (to keep out extreme temperatures), and the non-cruciform plan were all incorporated into Holy Trinity’s design. Given the lack of easily available materials and the tendency of the Anglicans to closely follow
Gothic models, the likelihood that the CCS’s recommendation was considered is rather high. Therefore, the CCS was probably one of the contributors to the design of the church, albeit indirectly.

Another feature of the church that gives clues to the possible source of design elements is the imported material. Saskatchewan lacked metal smiths and glaziers during that period and could not have produced glazed level glass or stamped metal features. Holy Trinity, however, has highly decorated hinges, locks, latches, and window glass (fig. 12). All these materials were imported from England and arrived along with Hunt.39 Given the importance placed on the ability of stained glass to add “a chastened and solemn effect to a church” by the Ecclesiologists, Hunt’s efforts to obtain the glass are not surprising.40 While the windows themselves are only simple lancet forms and the stained glass contains only geometric and foliage patterns, features more common in the earlier Ecclesiological Gothic Revival phase, the general richness of the surviving stamped design in the glass shows a trend toward more lavish decorative features. It also shows that aspects of the design of the church (likely the size and number of windows at least) were predetermined in England to the extent that the glass and fixtures could be preordered. This level of expense likely means that outside funding was acquired for the construction of the church. Funds were generally hard for missions to acquire in Rupert’s Land as the “growth of the Anglican Church in Canada was at first painfully slow.”41 Therefore, the mission itself would not have been able to support such lavish details without external support. While it is possible that Hunt personally contributed some funds, based on the interest of the Bishop in the project and their primary function of overseeing missionary activity in the region, it is also likely that the CMS would have raised/contributed some of the funds.

Another key feature of Holy Trinity is the eclectic choice of design motifs. Typically, in structures designed by an architect, the motifs used will be taken from complementary eras/sources. Holy Trinity, however, blends some of the most up-to-date motifs with very outdated motifs. The most radical feature is the polychromy of the church. While the wooden structure is now painted white, it was originally painted red and yellow by mixing local pigments with fish oil (fig. 13).42 This feature is reminiscent of the constructional polychromy that was first used in All Saints Margaret Street where permanent lozenge and zigzag patterns were given to the exterior of the structure through painting. Holy Trinity was painted in 1861, only two years after the completion of All Saints Margaret Street. While All Saints Margaret Street was very well received and promoted by the Ecclesiologists, the fact that the remote fur trade church at Holy Trinity attempted to match itself to this latest trend is remarkable. Even in the Maritimes, where building in wood was a tradition, painted polychromy was not used until Christ Church in St. Stephen (1863-1864) (fig. 9). The adaptive use of this feature at Holy Trinity indicates that the builder(s) wanted to be as up to date as possible in terms of current architectural trends despite limitations. Furthermore, the use of polychromy shows that the mission was intended to be on par with the great English churches of the era.
Conversely, Holy Trinity also made use of some rather outdated motifs. Chief among these would be the belfry and spire, which more closely resemble eighteenth-century Gibbsian era churches, based on classical designs, than any Gothic church (fig. 15). In particular, the lightness obtained by its delicate proportions as well as the use of Greek dentil range features are more in line with the classical motifs favoured by James Gibbs in his churches (such as St. Mary le Strand, London, 1713-1724). The use of a spire motif from a century earlier is unusual in a church that also used some of the most up-to-date motifs available. Another stylistic anomaly is the large two-storey three-light west tower window enclosed in one large arch (fig. 16). There is no known precedent for this feature, although giant order arches (that span two or more stories) occur in Roman and later Romanesque buildings. However, the use of this motif with abnormally tall Gothic ABA lancet windows is highly unusual. As it would be unlikely for this amalgamated type of feature to occur alongside cutting-edge design under a trained architect, it probably indicates that it was the result of an amateur taking several motifs from a pattern book (or a trades newspaper or journal with architectural drawings) and combining them into one feature. Publications such as The Builder (1843-1966) were common reference works for builders in remote locations without access to trained architects, as they allowed amateurs to integrate some of the latest (and in some cases more traditional/old fashioned) motifs into their buildings.  

Generally, the use of cutting-edge, outdated, and unusual motifs alongside one another in Holy Trinity is indicative of the use of a pattern book as well as multiple contributors to the eclectic design. The design features of the church itself thus reinforce the notion that this remarkable church was the product of many different interests (namely, Reverend Hunt’s, Bishop Anderson’s, the CMS’s, and the CCS’s).

An analysis of the general features of the church suggests that the structure is anomalous. The reasons for this unusual nature cannot be fully gleaned from looking at the church on its own. Rather, an examination of the experience of other mission churches in the region is necessary to determine why the church was constructed in such a way. The major trading posts of the era were located along the Churchill River as it was “one of the great trade routes across the continent to the northwest.”

The general state of success of Anglican missions was very poor in contrast to Roman Catholic missions at these major posts. The Anglicans were generally much slower at making forays into the region than the Roman Catholics because of their reluctance to forge forward without the support of the HBC.  

The HBC and the CMS, as major English institutions, commonly sought to triumph over their non-English rivals and formed a close relationship against rival groups (the Roman Catholics and rival trading companies) in Rupert’s Land. This close relationship had the potential to make both parties flourish in a harsh and competitive environment, but success relied on one or the other party being strong enough to counter fierce opposition.

At Île-à-la-Crosse, the Roman Catholic mission (established in 1846) completely outpaced the modest Anglican presence to the extent that some thirty years later there were still only nine Anglicans at the post. The HBC had such difficulty establishing a post at Île-à-la-Crosse that they had abandoned their first post and had to return much later on. The lack of support from the HBC was made all the more difficult due to the attitude of the rival trading company toward missionaries. The leader
of the rival NWC, Alexander Mackenzie, “eyed these ‘missionaries’ with distaste,” believing that “nothing but trouble and pain would result from their intrusion into this unspoiled country” and that they would “ruin [his] Indians.” The Roman Catholics seemed to be able to weather this hostility (or ambivalence in the best situations) without much difficulty. The Anglians by contrast were greatly hampered without support from a strongly established HBC. At Île-à-la-Crosse, the lack of support resulted in essentially little to no Anglican presence at this major trading post settlement, in contrast to the thriving Roman Catholic mission. Given the competitive history between these two denominations, the complete failure to establish a successful mission at such a prominent settlement no doubt spurred a heightened sense of rivalry and a desire to succeed. This increased sense of competition helps explain the motivation behind wanting to construct an impressive and dominating structure like Holy Trinity Anglican Church.

Bishop Anderson, after all, mentioned his intention to create a church that “awed” people and would be “an object of attraction.” However, the desire to triumph was not sufficient to spur such a large expense without the hope of success. Optimism was a key component in the construction of Holy Trinity. Early success at the settlement by the HBC and two First Nations catechists (non-ordained religious teachers), James Settee and Henry Budd, led the CMS to believe that a mission would be “fruitful” and permission was granted to establish Holy Trinity mission in 1845. However, as a higher degree of success had already been achieved at the other major trading post settlement in the region, Cumberland House, the choice of Holy Trinity for a major investment is curious. Given the competitive history between these two denominations, the complete failure to establish a successful mission at such a prominent settlement no doubt spurred a heightened sense of rivalry and a desire to succeed. This increased sense of competition helps explain the motivation behind wanting to construct an impressive and dominating structure like Holy Trinity Anglican Church.

Bishop Anderson, after all, mentioned his intention to create a church that “awed” people and would be “an object of attraction.” However, the desire to triumph was not sufficient to spur such a large expense without the hope of success. Optimism was a key component in the construction of Holy Trinity. Early success at the settlement by the HBC and two First Nations catechists (non-ordained religious teachers), James Settee and Henry Budd, led the CMS to believe that a mission would be “fruitful” and permission was granted to establish Holy Trinity mission in 1845. However, as a higher degree of success had already been achieved at the other major trading post settlement in the region, Cumberland House, the choice of Holy Trinity for a major investment is curious. An Anglican mission was established at Cumberland House in 1839 (after a request by HBC Governor Simpson). The post at Cumberland House (HBC’s first inland post) was very prominent. Furthermore, the Roman Catholics did not have a mission at the post until much later (1870), after the Anglican mission was well established. The result was a fairly well supported mission free of strong competition. The decision to invest heavily in Stanley Mission instead was the result of the hope that Stanley could become a permanent outpost and beacon of Anglican might.

This optimism was not without some merit as a combination of favourable factors set Stanley Mission apart as a potentially self-supporting, permanent Anglican base. One important factor was the efforts of the HBC post to support Anglican missionary activity. Reverend Hunt noted shortly after his arrival that the HBC post’s leader, Samuel McKenzie, was “disposed to aid [their] efforts” and had engaged himself and his employees in taking “a
to challenge the prowess of Holy Trinity and instead were simple, modest, and used earlier design principles. St. Peter’s Anglican Church in Qu’Appelle (1885) (figs. 17-18) is a good example of how the standard of high-level church design reached in Holy Trinity was not maintained, even in the best circumstances. Qu’Appelle was founded as part of a joint venture between the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR), the Canada North-West Land Company, and the Dominion Government. As such, it received support from the consortium and was able to secure a key position along the telegraph line connecting Prince Albert to Fort Pitt, as well as become a major distribution centre for freight, which in turn made the town a major jumping-off point for settlers. As a town of some import, it was made the centre of the new Diocese of Qu’Appelle, and Bishop Adelbert Anson planned the construction of a prominent cathedral church complex that comprised St. John’s Theological College. The church received funds from the Bishop and abroad from The Qu’Appelle Association in England, which allowed them to commission a local architect, William Henderson, to design the structure and hire famous architect William Butterfield to design the plates and chalices. In much the same way as Holy Trinity, St. Peter’s was a uniquely important structure and the beneficiary of support from multiple fronts; however, unlike Holy Trinity, its design was simple. St. Peter’s was constructed in the old-fashioned Ecclesiological Gothic style with a two-cell plan to divide the nave and chancel, a freestanding broach spire tower, and simple Y-shaped tracery lancet windows (apart from the larger western and eastern windows). The only element that sets it apart from Holy Trinity in terms of design is the use of brick instead of wood. Brick was a rather lavish material during that period and leading part in [the] church work for many years.” The active support of HBC agents in Anglican missionary work would have created an optimistic environment for long-lasting missionary activity. Another factor was the perception that the land surrounding the mission was agriculturally rich. Hunt commented that the land was an anomaly in the region, where all other land was given over to “either water or rocks.” As missions were intended to be self-sustaining, this perceived fertility in the soil would have indicated that the mission had the potential to be long-lasting. These favourable factors, along with an increased competitive spirit, the determination of Bishop Anderson, the support of the CMS, inspiration from the CCS, and the enthusiasm of Hunt, led to the design of the impressive and unparalleled Holy Trinity Church.

The legacy of this remarkable church would take half a century to come to fruition. Over these fifty years, northern Saskatchewan remained locked in a fur trade society, while the southern portion of the province moved on to the pioneer and eventually the boom periods. This was partly due to the actions of the HBC, who opposed an influx of agriculturally minded settlers into its fur trade territories, as they feared the settlers would disrupt the First Nations people and the animals they trapped. Perhaps more importantly though, the geography of the North was not well suited to agriculture and, therefore, was unsuitable for homesteading. The focuses of the government, entrepreneurs, companies, and immigrants alike all shifted toward the central and southern regions of the province and Holy Trinity, by 1905, was left to languish and be used mainly for special occasions.
than the planned Anglican cathedral in Regina. In 1911, plans were begun for a fifteen-acre cathedral and college complex, which was to feature a “monumental” Collegiate Gothic style church that would rival the scale of the Saskatchewan Legislative Building (1908-1912) (fig. 19). The plans were so ambitious that the cathedral was never able to make it past the planning stage and Bishop Malcolm Harding vowed that the diocese would never again be “diverted by any other [such] scheme.” The most ambitious church actually constructed is St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Church in Moose Jaw (1912) (figs. 20-21). The one-thousand-four-hundred-seat church was constructed well beyond the means and needs of the congregation of nine hundred and nine members. The Late Gothic Revival Tyndall limestone church was constructed to such a level of lavishness that the debt for the construction was not discharged until 1944. The design uses the great church motif of a double tower west front with twin portals and a seven-light trefoil large window. Other decorative features such as buttresses topped by gables, crocket pinnacles, and carved hood mouldings further add to the extravagance of the structure. The lavish size and design of the structure are indicative of both the competitive drive to outdo competitors and a high level of optimism for the future of the congregation and the town, in much the same way as Holy Trinity was an expression of the desire to have Stanley Mission become a permanent beacon of might for the Anglicans. Ultimately, Holy Trinity’s legacy was the optimism and competitive drive that became an integral component of later Prairie society. It stands as a monument to this Prairie spirit, all but forgotten except for the few who recognize it for the treasure it is (fig. 22).
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